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1. Why chose only 1 team 

2.       Why are you not using all the swimming pools available in the City of Burlington?  Tainsley woods 

no usage. Aldershot no usage presently teams use the 5.30-7.30 am time period now none. Who is doing 

lessons this early in the morning. Summer July Mountainside is not being used we use this Monday to 

Sunday 6.30-8.30 am 

3.       If you take these two indoor pools am sessions, there is 10 hours of pool time here alone. 

4.       Which lessons are you planning on having 3.00-6.00 pm Saturday and Sunday pm this time the City 

pools where closed and our program picked this time period up to use when the city was not interested 

another 6 hours of pool time. 

5.       All the pool time we required in the past 15 years was pool time the City of Burlington was not 

using. 

6.       Why meet with the user groups for 2 years to discuss allocation program to suddenly with out 

notice decide one team.  

7.       IS THIS PROCESS SUPPORTED BY SWIMMING CANADA SWIM ONTARIO DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING 

FROM THEM IN WRITING STATING THEY SUPPORT YOUR PROCESS? Reason for asking you are quoted in 

the process as following Long Term Development of swim Canada and swim Ontario then go on to quote 

grass routes program development priory on the application. 

8.       What about consumer protection rules for Ontario and City of Burlington residents to have a 

choice. 

9.       How can we be assured that professional persons are evaluating the application who have 

knowledge in competitive swimming?  How can we be assured that it will not be unbiased decision? 

10.   Example we give a list of questions on Tuesday 4th and requested a return of answers to day is the 

10th and no answer however on the application the 10 is the deadline for asking the last questions on 

our first set of questions we have had no reply to date and it is passed 6 days when the request was for 

response with in 5 days to allow further feed back. 

 

Qiong Pan 


